Customers/Suppliers Privacy Policy
Gestamp Biomass Group, in order to comply with the new data protection law that has come
into force on May 25th (GDPR), has taken the necessary technical and organizational measures
to prevent the loss, misuse, alteration, unauthorized access and theft of the personal data
provided to it by each customer or suppliers (the “Personal Data Owner”), taking into account
the state of technology, the nature of the personal data and the risks to which they are
exposed.
Who is responsible for your personal data?
The controller of your personal data will be Gestamp Biomass, S.L., with registered office at
Calle Ombú 3, 10ª planta, 28045 Madrid and ID number B‐85590388. Gestamp Biomass, S.L.
and its affiliates is a group of companies which main purpose is the development, promotion,
construction and operation of power plants from renewable resources (specially from
biomass).
For what purpose will your personal data be processed?
Your personal data will be processed for the following purposes:
‐
‐
‐

To maintain the contractual relationship with the Personal Data Owner.
To coordinate business activities.
To register the entries and exits to the facilities of Gestamp Biomass Group, by the
Personal Data Owner.

What personal data is collected?
In order to carry out the above‐mentioned processing, it will be necessary to collect from each
Personal Data Owner the following information:
‐
‐
‐

Contact information.
Legal information.
Contract and bid management.

Key legal bases
These processing operations are legally based in the current contractual relationship
maintained by and between the corresponding company of Gestamp Biomass Group and the
Personal Data Owner.
How long will be your personal data kept?
The personal data will be preserved for a period of 10 years.
To whom will your personal data be sent?
The Personal Data Owner are hereby informed that Gestamp Biomass Group is obliged by law
to communicate part of the personal data processed by it, to Social Security and to the Tax
Administration.

The Personal Data Owner are hereby informed that the personal data provided by it to
Gestamp Biomass Groups could be communicated to third parties or other companies of its
group (as Gonvarri Corporación Financiera, S.L., Gestamp Servicios, S.A., Acek Energías
Renovables, S.L.) when the mentioned communication it is legally or contractually requested.
Individual Rights
The Personal Data Owner has the right to access to its personal data, as well as the right to
request the rectification of inaccurate personal data or, where appropriate, to request their
erasure when, among other reasons, the personal data are no longer necessary for the
purposes for which they were collected.
In certain circumstances, the Personal Data Owner may request a restriction on the processing
of its personal data, in which case Gestamp Biomass Group will only retain them for the
purpose of exercising or defending from claims.
In certain circumstances and for reasons relating to its particular situation, the personal data
owner may object to the processing of its personal data. Gestamp Biomass Group will stop
processing the data, except for compelling legitimate reasons, or exercising or defending
potential claims.
To exercise these rights, and for any other clarification, the Personal Data Owner may contact
in the postal address above indicated or through the following email address
gdpr.gestampbiomass@gestampren.com

